Abstract: The criminal punishment literature has focused on justifying non-maximal punishments and the use of non-monetary sanctions. It has not addressed why imprisonment, rather than cheaper forms of corporal punishment, should be the dominant type of non-monetary sanctions. David Friedman (1999) recently hypothesized that, because convicts lack political influence, it is desirable to make punishment more costly than necessary to prevent policy makers from excessively punishing convicts. This paper explicitly models this hypothesis and uses simulations to determine under what circumstances this hypothesis justifies using imprisonment rather than cheaper non-monetary sanctions.
punishment are optimal but does not explain why they exist. Of course, most other analysis of optimal punishments are normative in nature in that they justify why punishments should or should not be maximal or when monetary versus non-monetary sanctions are optimal.
This hypothesis, however, brings up several additional questions. Is it necessarily the case that the social benefit (for a social planner who weights all individuals equally) of more optimal punishment magnitudes is worth the added social cost of more costly punishment? Does our current use of imprisonment come at all close to balancing the costs of costly punishment with the benefit of more optimal punishment magnitudes? How much must the policy maker discount the welfare of convicts relative to the rest of society to make costly punishment optimal?
In this paper, I formally model Friedman's hypothesis and "solve" it via simulation to answer these questions, along with some others. In particular, I show that if the distribution of benefits from crime is uniform, then it is never optimal to impose costly punishment. For density functions, such as the normal or the logistic, that get very small for very large benefits of crime, however, costly punishment can be optimal when the policy maker (the agent who determines the magnitude of the punishment) discounts the utility of the convicts sufficiently. For parameter values that are roughly consistent with available data, costly punishment is almost certainly optimal when the weight the policy maker attaches to convicts is no larger than five percent of the weight he gives to victims. And costly punishment could be optimal when this weight is as high as 15 to 20 percent.
Given the lack of political power of convicts, it is probably reasonable to assume that their weight in the objective function of policy makers is substantially less than five percent. If this is in fact the case, just how costly should punishment be? For illustrative puposes, I consider the optimal punishment cost when the weight policy makers give to convicts is one percent of the weight given to everyone else. In this case, I show that the cost of punishment to society should optimally be somewhere between 5 percent and 25 percent of the cost to the convict (depending on the values of other parameters). Since that the average cost of imprisoning a convict for a year is about $20,100 (Department of Justice 1995), the simulations in the paper suggest that current cost of punishment is probably not too far from the optimal level. In addition to validating our use of imprisonment in general, the simulations also justify the way prison conditions vary across offenses. I show that when costly punishment is optimal, the optimal cost is greater the less damaging the offense. Thus, while those convicted of lesser offenses should receive reduced punishments, the form of this reduction should not just be reduced time in prison but nicer prison conditions as well. This is consistent with current practice (Posner 1985) , and (as I will discuss further below) inconsistent with the incapacitation theory of imprisonment.
In addition to Friedman's paper, there are a few other papers that discuss the effects of a selfinterested policy maker on optimal punishments. Garoupa and Klerman (2002) discuss how a rentseeking government will enforce the criminal law. This paper is primarily concerned with punishment by fines. Garoupa and Klerman (2001) consider how the possibility of corrupt enforcers affects the optimal use of non-monetary sanctions. While related in spirit, their paper assumes that non-monetary sanctions take the form of imprisonment and does not discuss the tradeoff between imprisonment and other forms of non-monetary sanctions. Most closely related is a paper by Hylton and Khanna (2001) . This paper informally justifies pro-defendant criminal procedure as a means of constraining law enforcers and policymakers from using the criminal law to advance personal goals. They also mention Friedman's hypothesis that inefficient punishments can serve this end as well. Like the current paper, the focus of their analysis is normative, not positive, in that their analysis justifies these practices from a social welfare standpoint rather than explaining why they exist. Unlike my paper, however, they do not formally analyze under what circumstances (if ever) the benefits of inefficient punishments outweigh the costs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II informally discusses some alternative explanations for why imprisonment might be superior to less costly forms of non-monetary sanctions.
Section III describes the model of a social planner choosing the form of punishment knowing that a policy maker will then choose its magnitude. Section III also contains the analysis of the case of a uniform distribution of benefits from crime. Section IV explains how the simulations were done for the cases of a normal and a logistic distribution of gains from crime. Section V summarizes and discusses the results of the simulations. In Section VI, I discuss calibration issues raised in the simulations. Section VII concludes. Appendix A contains the proof of Proposition 1. Appendix B contains a more detailed description of how the simulations were done.
II. ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS FOR IMPRISONMENT
One reason for rigorously analyzing Friedman's hypothesis is that, while there are many other possible justifications for using imprisonment instead of cheaper forms of non-monetary sanctions, none of them provide a totally convincing justification for why it is almost never optimal to use other forms of non-monetary sanctions (other than capital punishment). One explanation is that we just do not have a taste for corporal punishment; society views it as inhumane or unfair (Miceli 1991 and Polinsky and Shavell 2000b discuss fairness and punishment). This, however, just assumes away the puzzle.
Moreover, since corporal punishment need not impose any greater utility loss on the convict than imprisonment, why should a punishment that could make everyone (weakly) better off be viewed as inhumane or unfair?
Similarly, the fear of false positives cannot justify imprisonment since one could always use less severe corporal punishments. With false positives, however, imprisonment has the advantage that it is easier to reverse than corporal punishment if new information reveals that a convict is innocent. This certainly justifies using imprisonment and delaying corporal punishment until after all a defendant's appeals have been exhausted. The pro-defendant bias in our criminal justice system (Hylton and Khanna 2001) , however, already greatly reduces the risk of false positives. In fact, as Hylton and Khanna (2001) demonstrate, it is already hard to justify this bias based solely on the risk of false convictions. Thus, it is seems unlikely that false convictions are both prevalent enough and likely enough to be reversed after many years in prison, that it is worth incarcerating huge numbers of convicts for long periods (at great expense) after they have exhausted all possible appeals based on the tiny probability that a conviction might be reversed (and, even then, there is no guarantee the freed convict is innocent). Certainly, this must be true for convicts that have been incarcerated for a great many years. In fact, for reversal of false convictions to justify imprisonment, it would also have to be the case that the social cost savings from ending a small number of prisoner's sentences early could not be more cheaply achieved by using corporal punishment and spending more resources on improving the accuracy of trials.
Some argue that prisons can serve to rehabilitate criminals. This must mean that time in prison either reduces the taste for crime or increases a prisoner's lawful opportunities. How effective rehabilitation is, ultimately, is an empirical question, though the high recidivism rate suggests that efforts at rehabilitation may not be worth the cost of imprisonment. This is not too surprising since by the time convicts are in prison, society has already incurred substantial expense (e.g., public schools) in the effort to make people value lawful behavior and enhance their lawful opportunities. Such efforts, before a person has already sunk a great deal of investment into crime-specific human capital, are likely to be more effective (though maybe not as well targeted) than prison rehabilitation. Even if rehabilitation is effective, it can justify imprisonment only if it is enough more effective than larger, cheaper, punishments are at reducing crime to justify its costs. Moreover, rehabilitation cannot justify very long prison terms that incarcerate convicts long after the point at which they are likely to commit more crimes.
A more convincing explanation is incapacitation. Even with corporal punishment, deterrence may be costly enough that we will not want to deter all crime (or, alternatively, there are some people who just are impossible to deter), so there will always be crime. By using imprisonment, we keep those criminals "off the street" so they cannot commit further crimes (see Shavell 1987b for a model of optimal incapacitation). Certainly, the incapacitation argument must be part of the explanation for the use of imprisonment, but it cannot be all of it. First, it is widely known that for many offenses (many violent crimes, for example), almost all offenders are relatively young. Yet, we still imprison people for such crimes past the age where there is any possibility they will commit such crimes in the future. Surely, there can be little, if any, incapacitation benefit to keeping a 75 year old convicted rapist in prison. Why not release him at 45 and make up the deterrence lost by adding in corporal punishment? Better yet, why not just release him at 45 and spend less money on prison amenities?
This brings up another reason why incapacitation cannot fully justify our punishment policies:
we spend a great deal more money on prisons than is necessary to incapacitate criminals. One could claim that the optimal length of prison terms for incapacitation is greater than the length necessary for deterrence (when prison amenities are minimal), thus we have to spend money to meet both goals with the same sentence. This argument has two flaws. First, it is inconsistent with the fact that we often incapacitate convicts long past the point where there is any reasonable chance they will commit further crimes. Second, evidence indicates that increased prison terms reduce crimes primarily through deterrence for property crimes, while incapacitation is more important for violent crime (Levitt 1998 ).
This suggests that each year in prison for property crime should be more unpleasant than each year in prison for violent crime (since it is less necessary to increase prison amenities to balance incapacitation and deterrence affects for property crime). This is the exact opposite of current practice (Posner 1985) .
Thus, the extreme paucity of the use of corporal punishment for convicts along with the large amount spent on prison amenities still requires justification.
Moreover, in the United States, constitutional prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment (enforced by judiciary, the branch of government least subject to interest group influence) plays a key role in requiring such spending. Almost every state has been the defendant in at least one litigation alleging unconstitutional overcrowding (Levitt 1996) . Because the simulations demonstrate that it can be optimal to force policy makers to use costly punishments, they provide an explanation for this constitutional intervention that incapacitation cannot.
III. THE MODEL
There is a population where each person can choose to commit a crime or not. If a person commits a crime she receives a benefit from doing so valued at v, where v is drawn from a distribution with a cumulative distribution function H, with an associated probability density function h. For each crime that is committed, there is an exogenous probability, π c , that someone will be caught and convicted for that crime. The person convicted for a crime, however, need not be guilty. The probability of being convicted of a crime as a result of committing it is given by π n ≤ π c (some convictions could be of innocent people). If convicted, a person is punished by a punishment amount z, where z is measured in terms of the utility loss to the convict. When a convict is punished by z, this costs society an amount αz.
The form of the punishment determines the value of α. For example, the use of fines collected without cost would yield α=-1, society gains from the punishment via the receipt of fines. Note, however, that I rule out the use of fines in this model (I require a¥0) since, as discussed above, there are already convincing explanation for why fines are not always optimal, and I want to analyze the optimality of imprisonment versus other forms of non-monetary sanctions. The fact that fines are sometimes used together with costly punishment, however, is not inconsistent with the claim that costly punishment may be preferable to costless punishment. Because the social welfare function is non-linear (see below), the tradeoff between the greater cost of more costly punishment and its benefits in terms of reduced overpunishment need not be identical at all levels of punishment cost. (In fact, given that there is no social cost to excessive punishment with fines, since society gains exactly what the convict loses, the tradeoff is not an issue for fines.) For corporal punishment α will be near zero. For imprisonment, however, α will be (non-trivially) positive, and it will be larger the nicer the prison conditions. I assume that through combinations of corporal punishment and imprisonment or by varying prison conditions that there is a punishment form that corresponds to any (non-negative) magnitude for a (that is, I assume that any a¥0 is in the feasible set for a).
Every person, then, will commit a crime if and only if v> π n z. 4 Notice that the possibility of wrongful conviction has no direct impact on an individual's decision to commit a crime. Even if innocent people get convicted quite often, any given person is just one of a very large number of innocent people who could be wrongfully convicted, so any effect of wrongful conviction on the incentive to commit a crime will be extremely small. Moreover, as was pointed out by Schrag and Scotchmer (1994) , crime opportunities can be either exclusive or non-exclusive. If a crime opportunity is exclusive, then if one does not commit this crime, no one will. Thus, not committing the crime does not increase one's probability of being wrongfully convicted of a crime.
In addition to this rational crime, however, I assume there is a fraction, κ, of the population that will commit a crime regardless of the costs or benefits (note, I allow these people to commit an additional crime if it is rational for them to do so, i.e. if v> π n z). One can think of κ as representing some combination of irrational and accidental criminals and people who are very insensitive to any sort of punishment. Of course, since one can set κ =0, the model does not require that such people exist. In the simulations below, however, I find that, without a positive κ, the generated crime rate is far below the actual United States crime rate and costly punishment is almost never optimal. Thus, although a small amount irrational or accidental crime or punishment insensitive people is necessary to justify costly punishment, it is also necessary to generate realistic crime rates. This is not surprising since without it the punishment magnitude could be set at infinity, deterring all crime without any concern for overpunishment since no punishment would ever be imposed. 5 So long as the benefits from crime very rarely exceed the cost, this would be optimal (this point is related to that made by Kaplow (1990) 
The harm from crime is given by a constant d.
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I assume that the magnitude of z is chosen by a policy maker, who takes α as given, to maximize his objective function. The social planner chooses the form of the punishment, which determines α, before the policy maker chooses z. Because I rule out fines, the social planner is restricted to punishment forms that generate non-negative α. (Notice that I take the probability of conviction as given and ignore the social cost of obtaining it. Since the social cost of punishment is linear in magnitude, this assumption has no affect on the results. The policy maker will choose to increase the probability of conviction until the marginal cost of that equals the marginal cost of punishment, which is independent of the magnitude.
Thus, the policy maker can sequentially optimize over the probability of conviction and then the 5 One can also think of k as representing situations where society mistakenly believes a crime as been committed and thus punishes someone who could not have been deterred ex ante (because he did not commit a crime). Because the simulations below indicate k makes up the bulk of the crime rate, however, this interpretation is not very realistic.
6 Of course, k>0 also suggests that incapacitation must be an important reason for imprisonment. Nonetheless, as I argued in section II, it does not explain why we spend money on prison amenities or why we incarcerate people past the point where they are dangerous (Shavell 1987b). 7 Notice that because undeterrable criminals can commit both a rational and an irrational crime, the crime rate could exceed 1 if no one is deterred from rational crime. While this poses no problem for the analysis, one could bound the crime rate at 1 by assuming that undeterrable criminals cannot commit a rational crime. This would make the crime rate
magnitude of punishment. Since the key variable of interest is the expected punishment (this paper is not about the tradeoff between probability and magnitude of punishment), there is no loss of generality by assuming an exogenous conviction rate.)
The social planner chooses α, taking into account how this will affect the policy maker's choice of z, to maximize her objective function. Notice that the social planner acts as a Stackleberg leader in this game. One can think of the social planner as the one who sets up the constitutional restrictions on what is allowable punishment (e.g. ruling out cruel and unusual punishment, as in the United States). The objective functions of the social planner and the policy maker are as follows:
The social planner weights the welfare of all citizens equally. Her objective function is split into two main terms, the benefits less the cost of crime per person. The first term represents the expected utility gain from crime, where B is the maximum possible gain from crime (this could be infinite). The integral ranges from z n π to B since only those whose benefits from crime exceed the expected sanction commit a (rational) crime. (I ignore any benefits received by those who commit "irrational" crimes, but this has no affect on the results since this just introduces a constant into the welfare function). The next term is the social cost of crime. As discussed above, ) ) ( 1 (
is the crime rate. Each crime creates a social loss of d to the victim and a loss to the convict, if she is caught, which happens with probability π c , of z. When punishment is costly, a convicted criminal also costs society αz.
The policy maker's utility function is identical to that of the social planner's except that he only weights the gains and losses to the criminals and convicts by θ<1. Notice that I am assuming that the policy maker applies this reduced weight to convicts even if they are innocent (though, this assumption is not critical to the analysis). As discussed in the introduction, this reduced weight is due to the fact that criminals and convicts (even innocent ones) have very little political power. They tend to be poor, disorganized, and not very politically active (felons typically lose the right to vote in the United States, though even with the right to vote, they still would probably have disproportionately little influence).
Since the policy maker, unlike the social planner, cares about being re-elected, he gives the welfare of convicts and criminals very little weight.
For any given α, the policy maker chooses z to maximize U pm . The first order condition for this maximization is given below:
The first term represents the policy maker's direct cost from punishing convicted defendants more, the second is the gain from falling crime rates. A marginal change in z results in change in the total amount
. Existing crimes,
, are punished a little more, but the drop in crime results in a total loss in punishment for those crimes that are no longer
. Of course, all of this punishment only occurs when a crime results in a conviction, which happens with probability c π . The policy maker's marginal cost from an increase in punishment is ) ( θ α + since extra punishment produces a social loss of α and costs the convict unity (since I measure punishment in terms of cost to the convict) whose welfare the policy maker weights by θ . The policy maker's marginal gain from increased z due to falling crime rates is
. Reducing crime by one unit benefits the victim by an amount d, but it also eliminates the gain that the marginal criminal receives from crime, which is z n π since the marginal criminal is the one whose benefit from crime just equals expected punishment, which the policy maker weights by θ .
Equation (3) implicitly defines a function z*(α), the policy maker's optimal choice of z given α.
The social planner, when maximizing (1), must take into account how her choice of α will affect the policy maker's choice of z. Thus, her first order condition for α is the following:
The first line of (4) represents the direct effect of increasing α, increasing the cost of punishment, which is always negative. The second two lines represent the affect of α on the policy maker's choice of z times the marginal affect of z on the policy maker's welfare. If θ =1, the term in the curly brackets is identical to the policy maker's first order condition and thus is zero. It is only because θ <1, the policy maker weights convicts' welfare less than does the social planner, that the curly bracket term is negative.
When this inequality is satisfied, the social planner might want to make punishment more costly than necessary. By increasing α, the social planner induces the policy maker to choose a smaller z.
11 At the margin, reducing z increases social welfare due to the policy maker's incentive to over-punish. In general, there will be more than one α that solves (4). Since the social planner is restricted to 0 ≥ α , however, costly punishment will increase social welfare if and only if the left-hand side of (4) is positive at α=0. This is not necessarily the case. In fact, as Proposition 1 establishes, when the benefits of crime 11 To verify that 0 ) ( * < ′ α z totally differentiate (3) with respect to α and solve for ) (
The denominator is negative whenever (3) describes the policy maker's choice of f (it is the second order condition).
While the policy maker's objective function will not be everywhere concave, for most distributions that are decreasing and very small at extreme values it should be concave at the optimal z (the expected punishment should be large enough that h is very small and h′ is negative). The numerator is positive unless punishments are so high that even a policy maker who discounts the welfare of convicts relative to victims gains from rising crime rates,
are uniformly distributed, the cost of costly punishment is always too great to justify the beneficial incentives it gives the policy maker unless the fraction of irrational criminals is quite large. And even then, costly punishment is never actually imposed since the policy maker chooses not to punish crime at all. When criminal benefits are uniformly distributed, increasing the punishment at any level deters the same number of crimes. The larger the punishment, however, the fewer convicts there are to punish, thus the lower the cost of imposing that punishment. Thus, the net benefit to a policy maker of increasing the punishment is increasing in the size of the punishment until that punishment is sufficient to deter all rational crime. As a result, the policy maker either sets the punishment high enough to deter all rational crime or does not punish crime at all, if the social cost of punishment, (α+θ), is large enough (Kaplow (1990) was the first to point out that extremes of non-monetary punishment will often be optimal).
Knowing this, the social planner has two options. She can set α=0, inducing the policy maker to deter all crime at the lowest possible cost, or she can make α large enough that the policy maker does not punish at all (thus, the exact level of α does not matter). The former is optimal unless κ, the fraction of population that commits crimes regardless of the punishment, is quite large or difference between the harm from crime and the average benefit from crime is very small or the justice system does a very poor job of convicting the guilty party. Also, notice that the level of κ in Proposition 1 necessary to make costly punishment optimal increases as the judicial system gets more accurate, that is as π n apporaches π c . The more accurate the judicial system, the less likely costly punishment will be optimal. In the simulations below, I show that this effect holds for other distributions of criminal benefits, but is quite small.
Proposition 1 demonstrates that if criminal benefits are uniformly distributed, Friedman's hypothesis cannot justify the actual imposition of costly punishment. With such a distribution, costly punishment is a very blunt an instrument. As a result, the social planner is will not to use it to influence the punishment magnitude decisions of the policy maker (unless it prefers that crime go unpunished). A uniform distribution of criminal benefits, however, is almost certainly not a reasonable description of any population. If the distribution of criminal benefits is declining above some point, then the policy maker's objective function will be concave in z so long as z is large enough. This makes an interior solution to the policy maker's choice of z possible. When the solution to z is interior, small changes in α will induce small changes in z. That is, costly punishment is no longer such a blunt instrument. Thus, it is possible that the social planner might want to make punishment more costly than necessary to influence the policy maker's choice of punishment. Unfortunately, for more realistic distributions of criminal benefits, it is not possible to solve the model analytically. Therefore, I use numerical simulations to study these cases.
IV. THE SIMULATIONS
I perform two different types of simulations. The first set of simulations determine for what values of θ the social planner prefers a positive α to α=0. That is, they answer the question: how much does the policy maker have to discount the welfare of convicts to induce the social planner to make punishment costly? In the second set, using a small value of θ, the simulations determine how costly the social planner wants to make punishment for different parameter values. Thus, the goal of the second set of simulations is to determine possible optimal values of α. In these simulations, I fix θ=.01 to illustrate how costly punishment should be when difference between the policy maker's and the social planner's objective functions is close to its maximum. Appendix B explains how the simulations are done.
As much as possible, parameters for the simulations were chosen to accord with existing data on criminal activity and conviction rates in the United States. Not surprisingly given the first order conditions (see footnote 21) this difference did not make a difference in the results. Thus, all the results I report in Section IV will be for π c =.3, the violent crime case.
How π n , the net increase in the probability of being convicted of a crime when one commits a crime, will differ from π c , the overall probability of being convicted of a crime, depends on the accuracy of the criminal justice system. Unfortunately, there is little data available on that issue. The values for κ, the fraction of the population that commits a crime no matter how large the expected punishment is (I call these people irrational criminals), are also driven by criminal justice statistics. As mentioned earlier, a positive κ is necessary for costly punishment to be optimal. Otherwise, 12 Of course, these numbers are based on the number of offenses reported to the police. Since anywhere from a third to two-thirds of crimes are not reported to police (Department of Justice 1998c, Levitt 1998), these conviction probabilities are too small. That said, changes in the conviction probability, π c , will not significantly affect the results. By examining the policy maker's first order condition for z, one can see that so long as the relationship between π c and π n is fixed, changes in π c will affect the size of z, but will not affect the size of the expected punishment, π n z. By inspecting the social planner's first order condition, it is apparent that, so long as π n z*(α) is unchanged, changes in π c (again, so long as it is a fixed multiple of π n ) will not change the optimal α. This intuition is confirmed by the simulation results for the two different values of π c that were used.
excessive punishments will never be imposed because the policy maker will set z>B, deterring all crime.
So long as the number crimes with v>d is small enough, the social loss from deterring efficient crimes will be dwarfed by the reduced punishment costs. With a positive κ, however, excessive punishments will be imposed, increasing the divergence between the social planner's and the policy maker's incentives. Thus, by choosing κ so that the model generates an empirically reasonable crime rate, I can determine whether it is plausible that κ could be large enough to justify costly punishment.
According there is some evidence that the second conjecture is roughly accurate. Prisoner surveys indicate that the median prisoner reports involvement in 12 to 15 crimes per year, though that number may overestimate the number of different crimes committed due to multiple perpetrators (Levitt 1998 ). Thus, a one percent criminal rate seems about right. In the simulations, it turns out that irrational criminals represent from 91
13 Citing victimization surveys, Levitt (1998a) estimates that only 38% of crimes are reported, implying a crime rate of just over 12%.
to 99 percent of criminals. 14 Thus, to get a criminal rate close to the actual one, I use κ=.01 in most of the simulations, though I also do many simulations with κ=.005 and .02.
While having such a large fraction of criminals be irrational may seem implausible, it is equally implausible that it is optimal to set punishments so low that one percent of the population rationally decides to commit crimes. Of course, the current method of punishment, imprisonment, may be costly enough that deterring more crimes by increasing sentence length is not efficient. But this just gets us back to the puzzle of why we use a method of punishment so costly that it is optimal leave so many crimes undeterred? If Friedman's hypothesis is the answer to this puzzle, without contradicting the existence of high crime rates, a very large fraction of existing criminals (albeit a very small fraction of the population as a whole) must not be deterred by increases in the magnitude of punishment. 15 This is not to suggest that these criminals are undeterrable. Surely, most of these people would not commit crimes if they faced execution with certainty. One (somewhat) plausible explanation for the existence of these criminals is that there are people who are so overconfident about their ability to escape apprehension or conviction 16 that their estimate of the cost of crime is only trivially affected by increases in punishment.
14 The fact that irrational criminals make up such a large fraction of the total criminal population does not mean that an economic model of punishment is inappropriate. The overwhelming majority of the population make the decision about whether to commit a crime or not based on a rational comparison of costs and benefits, thus punishment remains an important deterrent. Moreover, the agents deciding on the form and magnitude of punishment are rational actors.
15 Almost any plausible explanation for the use of imprisonment, however, will require an explanation for why it is optimal to have high crime rates rather than supplement costly imprisonment with some cheaper punishments. Even the argument that humanitarian behavior has become more affordable as society has grown richer only explains why we use imprisonment rather than corporal punishment now but we did not in the past. It does not explain why we would prefer higher crime rates to some use of corporal punishment now that we have grown richer. In fact, for violent crime, one would expect that as health and life expectancies improve that preferences for less violent crime would grow stronger.
In the simulation results, the absolute amount for the d parameter, the damages suffered by the victims of crime, affects the results only through its relationship with the distribution of criminal benefits.
Therefore, even if I could estimate the true harm from crime, such an estimate is useless without a corresponding estimate of the distribution of benefits. Thus, I set the harm from crime so that a given fraction of crimes has benefits that exceeded the harm (I call these efficient crimes, though they are only efficient given no punishment). The three different values I looked at were harms such that one in 740 crimes are efficient (the lowest harm level), harms such that one in about 32,000 crimes are efficient (the medium harm level), and harms such that about one in 3.5 million crimes are efficient (the highest harm level). These numbers correspond to levels of d that are three, four, and five standard deviations away from the mean benefit of crime when criminal benefits are normally distributed. Of course, any comparison of the benefits and harms from criminal activity are problematic since it requires interpersonal utility comparisons. That said, it is reasonable to assume that in some, albeit very small, fraction of crimes the criminal does gain more than the harm s/he causes. The three levels of efficient crimes I postulate are meant to capture points close to the reasonable extreme possibilities and a point in the middle. One can also think of these three points as representing different classes of crimes. The lowest harm level, or the highest fraction of efficient crimes, might be roughly appropriate for minor offenses. The highest harm level, or the lowest fraction of efficient crimes, might be appropriate for the most serious crimes.
the gains for those who do commit crimes is extremely incomplete, 18 I chose these two distributions because (in addition to being commonly used statistical distributions) both have the property that the density of criminal benefits falls as benefits increase when benefits exceed the mean (unlike the uniform distribution). Both of these distributions are uniquely defined by their mean and variance. I ran simulations with a variety of different mean and variance combinations for both the normal and logistic distributions. When d is a fixed number of standard deviations away from the mean gain from crime, the results of the simulations for each distribution depend on mean and standard deviation of criminal benefits only through their ratio. For most specifications, simulations were done with the mean to standard deviation ratio varying from negative four to positive four.
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V. RESULTS
When the benefits of crime are distributed normally or logistically, a social planner will prefer to make punishment costly rather than costless so long as the policy maker's weighting of the welfare of convicts, θ, is sufficiently small. Exactly how small θ has to be depends on the value of the other parameters in the model and whether criminal benefits are distributed according to the normal or logistic distribution.
For any given level of the other parameters, in both the normal and the logistic case, the cutoff level of θ, which I will call θˆ, such that for all θ θ< costly punishment is optimal, is a decreasing function of the ratio of the mean gain from crime to its standard deviation. The reason for this is that this ratio measures the fraction of people who will not commit a crime even if there is no punishment. The more such people there are, i.e. the more standard deviations the mean gain from crime is below zero, the less costly it will be to deter crime, even with costly punishment. 18 While there is some data on the cost of crime to victims, this doesn't tell us how the gain to the criminal differs from the loss to the victim. Even stolen goods are likely to be worth less to the criminal (stolen goods do not sell at retail price) than to the victim. Criminals also have unmeasured effort costs and some may even have psychic costs (or, maybe, benefits) from committing crimes.
The following table summarizes the information the simulations provide about the effect of various parameters and choice of criminal benefits distribution on how much the policy maker must discount the welfare of convicts, θˆ, and on the optimal cost of punishment, α. For any level of this mean-standard deviation ratio, θˆ is larger the less harmful is crime (or, more precisely, the greater the fraction of efficient crimes). This is not surprising. The less harmful is crime the less welfare is lost from reduced deterrence. Since the reason the social planner might use costly punishment is to reduce the magnitude of the punishment chosen by the policy maker, costly punishment necessarily reduces deterrence, and increases crime. The less harmful this is, the smaller is this negative effect on social welfare.
Summary of Results
Critical
Before presenting the figures depicting the results for specific simulations, I will make a few general comments about all the figures that I will present in this section. First, note that all parameters will take standard values in all the figures unless otherwise specified. 
. These correspond to the same number of efficient crimes, one in 3.5 million, 32,000, and 740 respectively, as do σ σ σ 3 and , 4 , 5
in the normal case. As mentioned above, in the normal case, the curves will not extend as far to the left, into the negative m/σ range, to ensure that d is positive. This may also occur in other instances because the simulations were unable to converge on a solution, usually this happened in the normal case when m/σ was very small. Figure 1 presents the simulation results when the criminal benefits are normally distributed for the three different levels of damages from crime.
{Figure 1 Here}
When the mean value of crime is positive and the standard deviation low, the policy maker must
give the welfare of convicts less than 10 percent of the weight he gives the welfare of victims for costly punishment to be optimal. When the mean gain from crime is negative, however, costly punishment can be optimal for much larger θ, even greater than 15 percent, provided the standard deviation is quite small.
Given the relative political power of convicts, it is hard to imagine that θ is anywhere near that large.
Thus, particularly if the mean gain from crime is negative, 20 these simulations provide support for
Friedman's justification for costly punishment.
Changing the value of other parameters does not change the qualitative nature of the results. As discussed above, using a value for the conviction probability, π c , that is more appropriate for property crime (or takes into account unreported crime better) has only a trivial affect on the results. Reducing the accuracy of the justice system, changing π n from .297 to .230, increasesθˆ, but, again, the affect is extremely small. 20 The mean gain from crime will be negative when there is a common morality that is widely enough held that most people wouldn't commit a crime even if there is no possibility of punishment, or, at least, government imposed punishment. While for some relatively minor offenses, e.g. speeding, this is seems unlikely to be the case, for many other offenses (particularly more serious ones) it is not implausible. The mean gain from crime will also be negative for many crimes that require effort given that for many citizens that effort will have a high shadow price due to the value of their lawful opportunities (I thank Joel Schrag for pointing this out).
As Figure 2 will demonstrate, however, θˆ is larger when criminal benefits follow a logistic distribution (for any given fraction of efficient crimes) except when the mean-standard deviation ratio of criminal benefits becomes quite negative (between -1.5 and -2), at which point θˆ is larger when criminal benefits are normally distributed. Of course, this comparison is somewhat problematic due to the fact that, although the fraction of efficient crimes is held constant when the distribution of criminal benefits is changed, the actual magnitude of the harm suffered by the victims is much larger in the logistic case than in the normal case.
{Figure 2 Here}
This relationship is due to two factors. First, for any given fraction of efficient crimes, the harm from crime is larger under the logistic distribution than under the normal. This induces the policy maker to choose much larger punishments under the logistic distribution. The larger the punishment, the larger is the wedge between the policy maker's view of welfare and the social planner's. Thus, costly punishment is more likely to be necessary with the logistic distribution. Second, the fraction of people who are deterred without punishment is higher in the logistic distribution when mean-standard deviation ratios are positive, and lower when they are negative. The first effect tends to make θˆ larger when the logistic is used for any mean-standard deviation ratio. The second effect makesθˆ larger for the logistic distribution when the mean-standard deviation ratio is positive and smaller when it is negative. The curves cross when the ratio is negative enough that the effects balance out.
The effect of changing κ, the fraction of irrational criminals, also has a significant effect.
Doubling this fraction to .02 makes costly punishment socially optimal for higher values of θ. Similarly, cutting κ in half, to .005, reduces θˆ. The reason that larger κ makes costly punishment more likely to be optimal is that it increases the number of convicts who suffer from punishment but for whom punishment serves no deterrent purpose. This induces the social planner to prefer smaller punishments. It has this effect on the policy maker as well, but to a much smaller degree since he weighs the welfare of convicts so much less than does the social planner. Figure 3 demonstrates this effect in the normal case for the highest level of harm from crime (when one in 3.5 million crimes are efficient).
{Figure 3 Here}
This figure (and other simulations omitted for space considerations) demonstrate that, when the mean-standard deviation ratio of criminal benefits is relatively large, changing the fraction of irrational criminals has a relatively minor effect on the maximum weight the policy maker can put on the welfare of convicts to make costly punishment optimal. When this ratio gets smaller and becomes negative, however, the effect of changing the fraction of irrational criminals can be quite substantial. This occurs because when a large fraction of the population is deterred without punishment, it is more important for the social planner to prevent excessive punishment of convicts for whom punishment serves no purpose relative to using punishment to deter crime. Moreover, when a larger fraction of the population is deterred without punishment, the less punishment will be used. So making punishment costly does not result in as large social costs. While the qualitative nature of the results is similar when the fraction of irrational criminals is as low at one in ten thousand, if one eliminates irrational criminals entirely costly punishment is never optimal for the reason mentioned earlier.
Now I turn to the question of exactly how costly should punishment be? In answering this question, I assume, for illustrative purposes only, that θ=.01, that is, the policy maker weighs the welfare of convicts one percent as much as he weighs the welfare of everyone else. As one might expect after seeing the results of the above simulations, the optimal cost of punishment will vary with the meanstandard deviation ratio and with the fraction of efficient crimes and the fraction of irrational criminals.
Also, as one might expect, changing the values of the other parameters does not have much effect. Figure   4 shows what the optimal cost of punishment, α, should be for standard parameters as function of the mean-standard deviation ratio of criminal benefits when these are distributed logistically. (The effect of using a logistic distribution as opposed to a normal is very similar to the effect depicted in Figure 2 .)
{Figure 4 Here}
The optimal cost of punishment ranges from a low of about six percent of the cost suffered by the convict, when the mean-standard deviation ratio is positive four, to a high of over 20 percent when this ratio is very negative. 21 As in the θˆ simulations, the greater the fraction of irrational criminals the more costly punishment should optimally be. This effect is also more pronounced at smaller mean-standard deviation ratios. Nonetheless, the optimal cost of punishment is fairly robust to changing the fraction of irrational criminals: increasing the fraction of irrational criminals by a factor of 4 at a mean-standard deviation ratio of -3 only increases the optimal cost of punishment by 75 percent. Granted, this change is large. But even such a dramatic change in the fraction of irrational criminals, at a mean-standard deviation level that makes the optimal punishment cost very sensitive to such a change, does not come close to changing the order of magnitude of the optimal cost of punishment.
The results from the simulations do more than justify the existence of costly punishment, such as imprisonment, they also provide some justification for way it is used in the United States. According to the Department of Justice, the average cost of imprisoning an inmate in a state prison in 1996 was roughly $20,100 per year (Department of Justice 1998a). This is about 6 percent of $335,000 and about 20 percent of $100,500. Thus, if the $23,000 figure represents the total social cost of punishment not borne by the convict, then loss in convict welfare from a year in jail must be somewhere between $100,500 and $335,000 for existing punishment to be optimally costly. To the extent that there is also some incapacitation benefit from imprisonment (that exceeds the external benefits the convict could provide if free, from employment, for example), the actual, non-convict borne, social cost of imprisonment is probably less than $20,000, on the average. So the above range in the loss in convict welfare from a year's imprisonment is probably too high.
While the range of convict welfare loss from imprisonment necessary to make current imprisonment costs close to optimal is plausible, it certainly cannot be viewed as strong support for this theory of costly punishment. The way prison amenities vary across crimes, however, is consistent with the simulation results for the theory. The simulations demonstrate that punishment should be more costly the less damaging the crime. Property crimes such as theft or breaking and entering are far less harmful than violent crimes such as murder or rape. Thus, in addition to giving less severe criminals less severe 21 While off the graph in Figure 8 , the optimal α for the medium and small harm from crime are greater than .2 when the mean-standard deviation ratio is less than -3.
punishments (for deterrence reasons), the theory suggests that the reduction in punishment should not just take the form of shorter sentences, but rather nicer prison conditions combined with shorter terms. This is in accord with reality since convicts punished for less severe crimes are usually sent to prisons with more amenities than are convicts punished for very serious crimes (Posner 1985) . This is not to suggest that the total cost of incarcerating those convicted of less severe offenses is less than incarcerating more dangerous criminals. This difference in cost, however, is probably mostly due to the greater security needs associated with housing dangerous criminals (which is outside the model). What the model does explain, however, is why some portion of the savings from reduced security needs (in minimum security prisons) is used to reduce the punishment associated with spending a year in prison, necessitating longer prison terms to achieve a given level of deterrence. Moreover, given that deterrence is relatively more important than incapacitation in reducing crime for property crimes than it is for violent crimes (Levitt 1998) , the incapacitation theory of imprisonment suggests exactly the opposite. That is, for those convicted of property crimes as opposed to violent crimes, the incapacitation theory would warrant much greater reductions in prison terms combined with fewer prison amenities, both because the offense is less severe and because the incapacitation effect of punishment is much less important relative to the deterrent effect.
VI. CALIBRATION
While for many of the parameter values used in the simulations I have been able to choose them based on existing criminal justice statistics, for the fraction of efficient crimes and the distribution of criminal benefits there are no empirical facts to serve as benchmarks. I can, however, check what predictions the simulations make about the value of statistics that can be empirically observed or estimated. If the simulated value and the predicted value are close, this suggests that the functional forms
and parameter values used in the simulations are reasonable. The one statistic for which I can make this comparison is deterrence elasticity. In the context of the simulations, deterrence elasticity is the percentage change in the crime rate per percentage change in the expected net punishment of criminals.
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Because there is no incapacitation in my model, the entire effect is due to deterrence.
In the context of empirical data, deterrence elasticity is the percentage change in crime that is due to deterrence per the percentage change in punishment. Because changing punishment often means changing the length of imprisonment, I need to distinguish between changes in the crime rate that are due to incapacitation and those that are due to deterrence. Recently, Levitt has estimated of the elasticity of violent crime with respect to imprisonment is about 0.4, while for property crime it is about 0.3 (Levitt 1998 ). As mentioned above, these numbers include both incapacitation and deterrence effects. To separate out the deterrent effect, I use Levitt's (1998a) decomposition of the deterrent and incapacitation effects of punishment. In that paper, he finds no significant deterrent effect for murder or rape, that deterrence and incapacitation effects are about equal for robbery (though the incapacitation effect may be slightly larger), and that for aggravated assault and property crimes the deterrent effect dominates (accounting for 75 percent of the effect of arrest rates on crime for property crimes). Thus, for property crime, a reasonable point estimate for the deterrence elasticity is about 0.225, while for violent crimes as a whole it is probably around 0.15 to 0.2 (with larger estimates for less serious violent crimes).
How do these estimates of actual deterrence elasticity compare with the estimates generated from the simulations? As Figure 5 shows, the estimates from the simulations are systematically lower than the point estimates derived from Levitt's two papers. However, these simulation results are well within a reasonable confidence interval around those estimates, particularly for a negative mean-standard deviation ratio.
{Figure 5 Here}
The solid line, representing one efficient crime in 3.5 million, can be thought of as measuring the deterrence elasticity for the most serious violent crimes. For such crimes the simulations suggest deterrence elasticity is between 0.05 and 0.09, depending on the mean-standard deviation ratio. Given that the impact of deterrence relative to incapacitation is much smaller for these more serious violent 22 Because some innocent people are convicted, I take into account the fact that one might get punished even if s/he does not commit a crime.
crimes than for violent crimes in general (Levitt 1998) , and that estimates of the overall elasticity of crime with respect to imprisonment is also smaller for the more serious violent crimes (Levitt 1996) , the predictions from the simulations for the most serious crimes are roughly consistent with the available data.
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For property crimes, one might think either the line representing the middle level of harm or the line representing the lowest level of harm best approximates the simulations' predictions for deterrence elasticity. Again, these are well below the point estimates derived from the two Levitt papers. However, it is important to point out that while Levitt's point estimate for the elasticity of property crime with respect to imprisonment is either 0.321 or 0.261 (depending on specification), the standard error of these estimates are 0.138 and 0.117 respectively (Levitt 1996) . Thus, to obtain a prediction from the simulations that is within just one standard error of the derived estimates for deterrence elasticity for property crimes from Levitt's papers (ignoring the standard errors in the deterrence-incapacitation breakdown) I only need to get a deterrence elasticity of around 0.14. Using the middle level of harm from crime, this requires a mean-standard deviation ratio of about -4. Using the lowest level of harm from crime, deterrence elasticity is around 0.14 when the mean-standard deviation ratio is about -1.5.
While it is not the case that actual estimates of deterrence elasticity are completely consistent with the predictions of the simulations, they are fairly close. Certainly, the available data on deterrence elasticity cannot invalidate the results of the simulations, especially if the mean gain from crime is negative.
VII. CONCLUSION
Existing theories of criminal punishment cannot justify the widespread use of imprisonment rather than corporal punishment, prohibitions against cruel and unusual punishment, or the existence of costly amenities inside prisons. This paper models the newly promulgated, but unanalyzed, hypothesis of Friedman to determine if, and under what circumstances, it is capable of justifying these previously 23 Though Levitt's (1996) point estimates for elasticity are significantly different from zero, the standard errors of these estimates are not small. So it is certainly the case that the predictions of the simulations for the most serious crimes are probably well within one standard error of the best estimate of deterrence elasticity for such crimes.
puzzling phenomena. His hypothesis is that using more costly forms of punishments to deter crime, such as imprisonment, rather than cheaper forms of corporal punishment is necessary to prevent policy makers from excessively punishing convicts because they lack political influence. My model of this hypothesis can only be solved analytically for a uniform distribution of criminal benefits, for which the hypothesis fails to justify the use of imprisonment rather than corporal punishment. Simulations using a normal or logistic distribution of criminal benefits, however, demonstrate that the hypothesis can provide a reasonable explanation for these phenomena. Moreover, the use of simulations enables the model to explicitly determine how much policy makers must undervalue the welfare of convicts, due to their limited political power, in order for costly punishment to be welfare improving. For plausible parameter values based, where possible, on available criminal justice statistics, deliberately making punishment costly (even when this cost is not necessary for any other purpose) can improve social welfare so long as the policy maker gives the welfare of convicts anywhere from less than five to less than 15 percent the weight he gives the welfare of everyone else. Given their lack of political power, such a weight seems quite plausible.
The simulations also provide explicit estimates of exactly what the optimal cost of punishment is when policy makers put almost no weight on the welfare of convicts. Depending on parameter values and functional forms, the simulations suggest that the cost of punishment that is not borne by the convict should be anywhere from about six percent to about 20 percent of the cost of the punishment to the convict. As with the estimates above, much of the variation in these estimates is due to differences in the assumed mean-standard deviation ratio of criminal benefits. Higher estimates correspond to smaller (and negative) values for this ratio. Some of the variation, however, is also due to variation in the value of the harm from crime used in the simulations. This variation is consistent with observed punishment characteristics. The simulations suggest that less severe crime should be punished with more costly punishment. This justifies why convicts convicted of less serious crimes are not just punished with shorter prison terms, but also are incarcerated in prisons with more amenities. 
for A<0 and A>0, respectively. Q.E.D.
APPENDIX B
The simulations were done using Mathematica. In the second set of simulations I used Mathematica to numerically find roots (using the secant method) to the first order condition equations for the policy maker, equation (3), and the social planner, equation (4). Of course, this method does not find all the roots of the two first order conditions, only the one closest (in some sense) to the starting values.
As a check, I also had the simulations compute the value of the social planner's objective function at the solution and the value of this objective function when α=0. So while I cannot guarantee that the simulations always found the global maximums subject to the constraint that α≥0, I do know that they are always superior to the α=0, or costless punishment, option. Moreover, I did try many of the simulations with different starting values and never came up with more than one solution that satisfied the constraints α≥0 and z≥0.
In the first set of simulations, I assume that α=0 and then solve the two first order conditions (for the policy maker, equation (3), and the social planner, equation (4)) for the values of z and θ. This gives the value of θ that will induce the social planner to choose α=0. I used Mathematica to numerically find roots (using the secant method) to these equations using the parameter values described above. I then checked these solutions by verifying that the optimal z is decreasing in θ and the effect of α on social welfare is decreasing in θ. The solid line is the curve for d=m+5σ, the dotted line is for d=m+4σ and the dashed and dotted line is for d=m+3σ.
The solid line is for the normal distribution, the dotted line for the logistic.
The parameter values are all standard. 
Deterrence Elasticity
The solid line is the curve for κ=.005, the dotted line is for κ=.01 and the dashed and dotted line is for κ=.02.
The solid line is the curve for d=m+15.065σ, the dotted line is for d=m+10.3601σ and the dashed and dotted line is for d=m+6.60638σ.
